GARONGA UPS THE ANTE ON RELAXATION

Garonga in the Makalali Conservancy offers a holistic bush experience – or ‘safari for the soul’.
A place where you can really breathe.
Swap your watch for a kikoyo and bare feet. Go with the flow.
Lie in a hammock and contemplate the clouds.
Watch elephants in the riverbed while you cool off in the pool.
Enjoy guided bush walks at dawn.
Enjoy reiki and massages in the outdoor sala. Sip sundowners as the sky turns red.
Embrace your “wild side” and sleep out under the stars in a tree house.

While the Big Five game drives and encounters with wildlife are always a huge drawcard, it’s only half
the safari experience at Garonga. Equally important is slowing down the pace of life, nurturing
yourself, and ‘resetting your system’.
Bernie and his team have just upped the relaxation ante to a whole new level by revamping the
existing bush bath by adding a new freestanding bath – but even more excitingly, now offer a dreamy
new Star Bath and Yoga Deck.
The Star Bath not only offers views over the bush and the dazzling African night sky - but has its very
own galaxy of twinkling stars, all in complete privacy. Soak away your troubles, let go and look back on
the sightings and experiences of the day with a glass of wine in hand.
Those already familiar with the practice of mindfulness and meditation, or those that just love a good
stretch or daytime nap, will be excited to see Garonga’s new Yoga Deck. An enclosed tented structure
designed to allow air to flow freely, perfectly frames an exquisite view of the valley. You can step onto
the mat and practice in privacy surrounded by only the peaceful sounds of the surrounding bush. If
you’re lucky you might even get some of the local wildlife passing by!
If you’re looking to leave your troubles behind, completely unwind and indulge your senses, then we
can certainly help you by offering the ultimate in soulful spa/safari experience. Namaste
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